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The terms under which England first entered into war against France significantly strained relations between crown and parliament. Not only was England a principal in William III's Grand Alliance, the king himself led a costly war of attrition against French armies in France. Parliamentary reluctance to embrace these diplomatic and military measures is well known. In 1689 parliament rejected a draft of a declaration of war detailing the aggressive acts of Louis in favour of a mild assertion of a willingness to defend the revolution settlement against the return of James II. 2 In 1699 a furor raged over the signing of the Partition Treaties, leading to the attempted impeachment of the whig lords. In 1701 parliament refused to sign onto William III's Grand Alliance until Louis XIV recognized James II's son as England's rightful king. The ensuing struggle over the Spanish succession duplicated these circumstances and results. In 1713 the government of Robert Harley and Henry St John promoted war weariness into making peace at the earliest possible moment.
The combination of an enduring financial burden and the apparent inability to achieve a decisive result on the battlefield confirmed the government's need to provide parliament with persuasive arguments. These arguments took the form of information concerning treaty obligations, appreciations of battlefield and maritime conditions and a press campaign detailing the interests and conduct of the allies and warnings against the threats posed by French power and ambitions. As early as 1692, in fact, William III found it necessary to deliver to parliament his treaty of Grand Alliance, a treaty itself having no provision for funding and containing only statements of war aims and terms of alliance. 3 Aided by the lapse of the laws licensing the press (1695), the revolution in foreign policy initiated a steady and prolonged period of pamphleteering designed to influence parliamentary opinion on grand strategy.
The materials analysed include pamphlets, news periodicals, parliamentary diaries and journals. Much has been written about the complex interplay among England's domestic policies, diplomacy, commerce and military strategy. In contrast the conceptual framework within which the case for English diplomacy played itself out has received scant attention. 4 One reason for this lack may be the difficulties in evaluating the purpose and influence pamphleteering sought over political debates. In part this difficulty stems from the pamphleteers' willingness to promote a traditional consensus couched in moralizing generalities about 'Popery and Slavery', or the rectitude of particular rulers. Often writers assumed an identity of interest between England and its various allies that was intended to mask secret negotiations and to cover over those uncertainties and differences of opinion, which commonly characterized diplomatic manoeuvrings. It follows that the substance of public writing was often less relevant than its subtexts.
Moralizing rhetoric occupied, however, only one shelf in the pamphleteers' arsenal. Public writers accepted that their texts had to address some recognizable and plausible set of circumstances. No pamphleteer could hope to concoct from thin air a conspiracy, an invasion scare, or a substantive threat to commerce with much hope of success. Moreover, those writings in defence of government policy gained legitimacy from the expectation that the government should mount a public defence of its decisions, first in order to meet the claims of its opposition, both foreign and domestic, and secondly because not doing so would arouse suspicions and charges of secret machinations and the conspiracies of a cabal -the natural enemies of liberty. In 3 The Parliamentary Diary of Narcissus Luttrell, 1691-1693, ed. Henry Horwitz (Oxford, 1972), p. 250. 4 For an excellent appraisal of recent writing on eighteenth century foreign affairs see Jeremy Black, 'Britain's Foreign Alliances in the Eighteenth Century', Albion, XXIX (1988), 573-603. Many studies, including those of Steven Pincus, G.C. Gibbs and Jeremy Black cited below, have examined the role of the press in the formation of political opinion on Britain's foreign policies. These studies have not addressed the generational shift in priorities. See also Professor Black's, 'The Theory of the Balance of Power in the First Half of the Eighteenth Century: A Note on Sources', Review of International Studies, IX (1983), 55-61; and 'Fresh Light on Ministerial Patronage of Eighteenth-Century Pamphlets', Publishing History, XIX (1986), 54-9. This article also challenges the view that British foreign policy from 1688 to 1760 was predicated upon an 'Old System' of an anti-French Anglo-Austrian alliance. M.S. Anderson, The War of the Austrian Succession (1995), pp. 11-20. The political defence of this 'System' had depended upon definitions of universal monarchy, which later were turned against the policies, and practices of George I's ministers. The argument here is that vulnerability to these charges wrought a shift in British political debate toward an increasingly cautious and narrowly defined view of foreign affairs. these ways the press supplied both substance and interpretative commentary to the arena of parliamentary debate.
The process by which crown and parliament shaped foreign policy and grand strategy opened the door to extensive press activity. The process relied on procedures of consultation and review. Typically a session would open with a statement from the monarch outlining the current state of affairs and requesting the supplies deemed necessary. This opening provided an opportunity to debate policy and fund it according to certain preferences. The margin of parliamentary support was also important; ministers worried that narrowly won endorsements of policy would give the appearance of weakness to foreign observers. 5 In turn, the execution of policy fell under parliamentary review. Parliament insisted on its right to investigate alleged incompetence in the administration and implementation of policy. The expectation was that the government would formulate its plans, communicate them to parliament, often with the monarch either taking the lead or clearly standing behind the arguments of the ministers, and then allow records and witnesses to come forward should a subsequent investigation be sought. This process required the crown and its ministers to maintain the initiative, utilizing a combination of cogent arguments and timely interventions to redress grievances over the execution of policies.
The press could and did intervene in this process at a number of points. Pamphlets and newssheets discussed the war's conduct, evaluated the contributions of the allies, rehearsed diplomatic developments and provided commentaries on parliamentary business. Despite efforts to maintain their privileges, members found that speeches and journal entries were often printed, including even protests that had been expunged from the official record. 6 Commonly military figures whose conduct was under scrutiny would go into print to defend themselves. Foreign governments would publish their versions of military and diplomatic proceedings. Often the government of the day would sponsor a press campaign designed either to support or cloak its diplomatic deliberations. Partisan rivals would raise issues and concerns that told in their favour. It was necessary to conduct debate on foreign affairs and formulate grand strategy amid the glare of public comment.
Given these circumstances the conduct of foreign policy and grand strategy flowed through an elaborate communications network, involving the monarch, the ministers, parliamentarians, commanders in the field and the diplomatic corps.
Occasionally the requirements of diplomacy would intrude upon issues of domestic politics, notably when William III promoted a 'politique' policy of religious toleration as a support to his relations with his catholic allies. 7 More often, however, parliament's role in debates on foreign affairs centred upon joining governmental goals, established 5 For an example of the concern ministers had over the effect their narrow majorities had on foreign opinion see Kent Archives Office, U1590/O145 opinions and immediate circumstances. In this arena battles testing political will, a major ingredient in grand strategy, took place.
These engagements gave the press its principal role. Throughout this period writers and debaters could appeal to a common stock of key ideas. The foremost of these concerned the character and conduct of princes. It is easy to see why this would be so. Between 1660 and 1760 early modern statecraft was rife with dynastic issues. The English succession, the Spanish succession, the French succession, the Austrian succession and a myriad of similar issues in Italy, Germany and Poland, saturated press reports. One central theme of later Stuart diplomacy was the aim of France's Louis XIV to achieve a universal monarchy. Pamphleteers constructed an ideology promoting the liberties of princes and opposing Louis's ambitions to a European hegemony.
8 They fashioned images of the Sun King's rule as cruel, perfidious, ambitious, luxurious and deceitful. Their portrayals of Louis as a universal monarch depicted arbitrary government, a standing army, ruinous taxation and the subjection of the populace under ignorance and poverty. To counter this spectre of domestic tyranny and international domination pamphleteers erected the balance of power, a policy designed to check personal interest and promote liberty, prosperity and prudent behaviour. They commonly appraised the courage, justice and wisdom of England's monarchs according to their adherence to the balance of power. Henry VIII, Elizabeth and William III were the brave and wise supporters of balance. James I, Oliver Cromwell, Charles II and James II were either dupes of Spanish, French and jesuitical schemers (the Stuart monarchs) or were addicted to their own personal interests (Cromwell's desire for war against Spain rather than France). 9 The threat of universal monarchy had a wide currency, appealing alike to country party politicians, traditional and latitudinarian anglicans, and factions within the constellation of whig politicians. 10 To counter the threat of universal monarchy the Williamite revolution in foreign policy offered a grand strategy based upon alliance, encirclement and attrition. Using a combination of diplomacy, subsidies, troops and naval power, Britain would isolate her foe. These measures would then allow the countervailing resources of the Grand Alliance (comprised of England, the Dutch Republic, Habsburg Austria and Spain, and a number of German princely states) to force a settlement reducing French power. 11 Williamite pamphleteers equated the unity of the Grand Alliance with promotion of the balance of power. They took pains to analyse the interest of each ally against France and to proclaim allied unity against the common enemy. In so doing, they equated the balance of power with high principles of international politics: courage, prudence and self-protection. And they pictured the alliance as a series of mutual dependencies, a row of 'nine pins' as Daniel Defoe put it, whose disruption for any reason meant ultimate disaster for all.
12
The Williamite version of grand strategy inspired vigorous and determined opposition. In particular it struck at the well-established notion that the balance of power guaranteed England a free hand, holding the balance between France and the Empire. Contrary to the commitments of William's Grand Alliance, both pamphleteers and politicians demanded attention to England's clear and immediate interests, asserting that its dominant aim was security for the Revolution Settlement against the return of James II. They envisioned a defensive strategy based upon sea power, arguing that England was not a principal partner in the Grand Alliance. 13 This emphasis on an independence of action provided a basis upon which to support the war while seeking a reduction in its massive expenditures.
14 By the end of William III's reign the struggle between these rival conceptions of grand strategy had become cemented in partisan rivalry. 15 In general, tories aligned with the country party critics of the Grand Alliance, supporting the limited commitments of blue water warfare. Fundamental to this outlook was the belief that an independent foreign policy cohered with security for established institutions. Independence from continental commitments also implied the maintenance of guarantees of liberty at home. Thus tory/country party opinion equated universal monarchy with the activist Williamite strategy, threatening the imposition of burdens including standing armies, ruinous taxation, and the control of opinion at home. This opposition also promoted a concern for the prudent and courageous conduct of 'open' government, in contrast to the conspiracies of jacobites and the 'monied men' who funded William's war through the whig Bank of England. 16 In 1711 their arguments received a powerful summary in Jonathan Swift's The Conduct of the Allies, a tract prepared at the instigation of the Harley ministry to begin the process of forging a separate peace. Swift attacked the ministry of Godolphin and Marlborough for prolonging Queen Anne's war unnecessarily in order to enrich themselves and remain in power. More particularly the extended conflict had enriched the 'monied men' who funded the war. Also the ministry's war policy had failed. Instead of devoting resources to the navy, it had chosen to fund an expensive land war in which the allies did less than their share. They did this because Britain's alliances created interlocking commitments such that the weaker partners could gain most from the strongest (the reverse effect of the Williamite domino theory). Swift's prescriptions for a sound policy were equally familiar. Interests should be well defined and clearly under threat. Resources should be applied with a realistic prospect of success. These resources include assessments of the political and popular support for their employment.
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The success these opinions enjoyed showed the fragility of Williamite strategies. On the domestic front the tories thwarted the whig drive to brand their opponents as jacobites by passing a Treason Trials Bill designed to protect their reservations about William III's royal title. They defied the whig desire to continue the censorship of the press, leading to the lapse in 1695 of the press licensing law. In 1701, when Louis XIV's acceptance of the Spanish crown for his second grandson, Philip', duke of Anjou, made war inevitable, parliament refused to renew William's Grand Alliance. Only Louis's recognition of James II's son and heir as rightful king of England gained parliamentary assent to the alliance. This delay testified to abiding support for the tory preference for a foreign policy emphasizing home defence, and limited diplomatic commitments. It also foreshadowed the desertion of the Grand Alliance by the ministry of Harley and St John.
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The whigs accepted the ends and means of William III's foreign policy. In so doing, they endorsed the Grand Alliance as the best protection of both the Revolution Settlement and the protestant succession. Whig zeal to achieve these goals extended support for the revolution in foreign policy and the balance of power beyond appeals to courage, prudence, state interest and opposition to universal monarchy. Their concern for loyalty to the monarchy of William, Mary and Anne generated a polemical onslaught branding tories, country party politicians and non-jurors as jacobite traitors. It led the whigs to dramatize the dangers of plots, invasion scares and conspiracies.
These whig apprehensions were by no means cynical. They reflected a main theme of renaissance political writing: the danger of secrecy and faction. They drew support from a rehearsal of notable moments in the past, ranging from the Mary Stuart plots against Queen Elizabeth to Fenwick's conspiracy to assassinate William III (1696).
19 They dovetailed as well with foreign support for James II and the Pretender, first from Louis XIV and later from any continental adversary capable of supplying ships and troops to support the jacobite cause. Infatuation with loyalty and security led the whigs into a variety of extreme positions. The revelations of Fenwick's plot and a succession of invasion scares provided opportunities to prosecute the disaffected, impose loyalty oaths and reanimate the consensus against French and jacobite popery and slavery. During the War of the Spanish Succession the whigs supported the equation of security with victory, resolving not to seek peace before driving the Bourbon claimant off the Spanish throne. The vain pursuit of victory brought the whigs political defeat in 1710.
This mingling of domestic concerns with international high politics insured that the revolution in foreign policy would be more than a diplomatic revolution, a changing of sides. The Williamite revolution called forth rival conceptions of grand strategy; each of them grounded in well-established ideas of powerful persuasive force. The accession of George I and the ultimate triumph of the whigs in 1714 appeared to seal the doom of the tory version of grand strategy. The need to secure the protestant succession against the international threat of jacobitism appeared to discount the importance of tory ideals of freedom of action and policies based upon a clear and immediate necessity. Such was not the case. The next generation of political leaders had to accommodate all aspects of this Janus-faced programme to the circumstances of a post-war world.
The key to the revolution in foreign policy had been parliament's willingness to mandate interventions in continental affairs. Now the international landscape had changed. George I's reign saw the spectre of French popery and slavery give way to an Anglo-French alliance. The focus on the continent expanded to include interests in the Mediterranean, the Baltic and the Caribbean. Nor was there any long, sustained struggle against universal monarchy; maintaining 'the tranquility of Europe' became the watchwords of the reign. Instead crises arose testing the government's resolve to uphold the Utrecht settlement. Except for the jacobite rising of 1715, the crises themselves lacked the clear and present dangers of the previous wars. The formation of the Quadruple Alliance of 1718-19 aimed to force Spain to restore control over Sicily to the emperor. The Alliance of Hanover, 1725-9, addressed a variety of issues. In these circumstances commitments to military interventions, and particularly to interventions in concert with allies, required the fashioning of appeals calibrated to appease as well as command parliamentary opinion. 19 The publication of the earl of Clarendon's History of the Rebellion in 1702 with its renaissance-styled account of the outbreak of the civil wars and its emphasis on a conspiracy against Charles I's monarchy is perhaps the best example of the hardiness of this approach to political writing. The law courts also followed these interests in protecting the public from immoral (as opposed to illegal) behaviour and to broaden the definition of a conspiracy. After Queen Anne's death the common law began to add to its definition of a conspiracy 'all confederacies whatsoever, wrongfully to prejudice a third person'. Appeasement was needed because a number of the attributes characterizing universal monarchy now were turned against the government of the day. One such point of attack was the menace of a standing army. Pamphlets and news accounts kept up a steady drumbeat supporting the equation of liberty and public virtue, and inveighing 'against all standing armies, as threatening and pernicious, and the ready instruments of certain ruin'. Their arguments peppered parliamentary debates. George I's ministers acknowledged their persuasive force. In April of 1717 the king's ministers sought additional revenue to support alliances against Sweden. With anti-army feelings running high, proponents of the government's case even tried to turn these sentiments to their advantage. One member drew approval for supporting the request because he preferred paying for foreign troops and war abroad to a standing force maintained at home. One month later, when the requested funds had narrowly passed the house of commons, George I made a similar connexion. The king reported that keeping a British fleet in the Baltic to protect against the mounting of a jacobite invasion allowed the reduction of two companies from the home defence force. At the end of the session, the government's critics launched protests against the Mutiny Bill, claiming that it set up courts whose powers amounted to the establishment of arbitrary government within the realm. 20 These exchanges were early illustrations of a circular process. The king's ministers would counter appeals against a standing army with the claim that their requests were only temporary. And later, when reductions, however small, could be carried out, they would take pride in their achievement. 21 Laments over the national debt proved equally strident and enduring. As with discussions of the perils of a standing army, everyone acknowledged a need to clear the debt. The burden of debt played into criticisms of the cost of land and sea forces and demands to investigate the mismanagement of military expenditures. It also fed a broader concern that an indebted nation could not fulfil its international obligations. 22 In 1720 news of John Law's scheme to fund France's debt out of profits to be realized from his Mississippi Company gave this belief a particular focus. English opinion held that the burden of debt had forced France to make peace in 1713. Law's scheme threatened British interests twice over. Freeing France from debt augured for the revival of French continental power and the establishment of a 20 north American outpost blocking the expansion of Britain's north American colonies. Although commentators predicted that Law's scheme would prove 'chimerical', the lure of debt retirement led to the government's own parallel adventure with the South Sea Company. The subsequent bursting of both Law's Mississippi Bubble and Britain's South Sea Bubble only inspired a fresh round of lamentations. As late as 1727 the pamphlet Reasons against a War painted a picture of military adventuring in the interest of putative allies, of navies provisioned abroad, and of armies spending money in foreign economies. The pamphlet echoed The Conduct of the Allies, playing into established fears of a 'monied interest' controlling national finances and national policy and hence destroying the public influence of the landed interest. An aggressive foreign policy was akin to a protracted lawsuit, bleeding all parties into bankruptcy. 23 The final shade of universal monarchy, the suppression of liberty, also drew upon opposition to a standing army. In 1717-18 the government expended a great effort to pass the annual Mutiny Act against opposition arguments that provision for courts martial at home robbed British subjects of the protections of the common law, permitted the quartering of troops in private homes and generally added unjustified expenses to existing tax burdens. 24 These attacks had a parliamentary dimension, including attempts to stifle debate on supplies, voting down requests for information from the executive, efforts to censor the press, and plans to reduce parliament to the control of a whig oligarchy. In making their case, the critics drew upon the well-established argument that the crown's co-operation with a free parliament would check ministerial abuses of power and beget a strong national policy. 25 They provided the foundation of a negative consensus criticizing government policy and limiting ministerial efforts to fund military forces in time of peace.
26 Taken together they demanded that ministers predicate their policies upon an extraordinary threat to English interests.
Making and sustaining such a case required George I's ministers first to shape their arguments around interpretations of events that told in their favour, and then to back these up with a combination of royal authority and parliamentary tactics. In other words, the process of consultation and review would go forward, but it would be focused upon the case the government wished to make. Central to this 23 strategy was an emphasis on the government's reliance on diplomacy and mediation to settle disputes. Throughout his reign, George I received accolades as a man of prudence and moderation. Whereas William III had been portrayed as a warrior hero, George I's chief virtues were those of a peacekeeper. George I received addresses from his parliaments and from various local communities extolling his virtues as the architect and maintainer of both the balance of power and the 'tranquility of Europe'. In turn, the king's speeches to parliament emphasized the need to maintain those ideals. In these presentations prudent judgment took two forms. First, it denied any aggressive or ambitious British intentions. News reports of British diplomacy regularly stressed that George I's ministers were playing the role of mediators and that Britain was seeking only limited objectives, such as the protection and further definition of trading agreements. Secondly, George I's ministers stressed the precarious nature of the Anglo-French alliance and the corresponding need for Britain to show its good faith as an ally.
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Press reports also emphasized British diplomatic efforts to achieve a peaceful settlement of outstanding grievances. During the crisis of 1718 the news of British efforts to accommodate Spanish claims in Italy included not only details of how Britain had kept the Spanish government aware of existing treaty commitments but also had offered its leaders a defensive alliance. 28 Stanhope's journey to Paris, where he continued to negotiate the Quadruple Alliance, and his subsequent move to Madrid to dissuade that crown from its claims to Parma and Tuscany, received sympathetic coverage. 29 The emphasis was to contrast allied desire for negotiation with Spanish aggression. The publication, a joint Anglo-French offer to allow the Spanish three months to consider joining their alliance, helped to put the Spanish government's invasion of Sicily, which began in July 1718, in the worst possible light. By the end of August the publication of the terms and mutual obligations of Britain, France and the Empire showed that Stanhope had created the diplomatic web needed to achieve the goals of the alliance. 30 It was also necessary to colour events in order to interpret them in the best possible light. This was particularly true of Admiral Sir George Byng's defeat of the Spanish force guarding the Sicilian invasion (11 August 1718) . Spanish diplomacy seized the chance to paint the action as an unprovoked attack. Memorials to this effect circulated in London and Amsterdam, the latter to dissuade the Dutch from joining the Quadruple Alliance. A report also circulated that the Spanish ambassador at London had met with representatives of the South Sea Company, telling them to suspend their Caribbean trade. 31 It also appeared that the government had sanctioned an act of war without parliamentary support. The government response emphasized that Byng had acted to protect imperial claims in Italy to prevent Spanish aggression and support the ongoing efforts at mediation. Byng himself published an account of his actions, claiming that he had twice warned the Spanish to desist and had acted only against their defiance. 32 The government published its own representations to the Spanish, instancing a variety of commercial grievances and charging the Spanish court with caballing against established treaties and undermining the peace of Europe. 33 This latter charge even contained the claim that the Spanish court was intriguing with the Pretender.
The stage was thus set to proclaim Byng a hero and to smear the Spanish as opportunistic conspirators. At the centre of both efforts stood George I. The king awarded Byng £1,000 and toasted his victory. In his closing speech to parliament, he characterized Spanish policy as the 'desperate and extravagant projects of one ambitious man' (the Spanish crown's advisor Julius Alberoni) and referred to 'conspiracies and seditious practices' such as Spanish support of the Pretender. 34 In his opening speech he also warned of the dangers of factions and besought 'unanimity' and 'vigor' to endorse the Quadruple Alliance. The king's opening speech summed up the case his ministers had presented in the press. Its goal was to focus subsequent debate on issues supporting the government's case: the king's efforts at mediation, Spanish aggression, including attacks on British commerce; the importance of Byng's expedition as a check on Spanish naval power and co-operation between Britain and France. In this way, the ministers kept attention on issues of diplomacy and international law, presenting the relevant treaties and basing their case on the vote of thanks to the king. Opposition attempts to investigate Byng's conduct, a move threatening a lengthy process of review, only led to a rehearsal of previous statements and a successful effort to vote down a call to review his orders. 35 By the year's end parliament had voted its support for the Quadruple Alliance.
In the press war the government had successfully parried Spanish threats against British commerce with its own charges. None the less the protection of commerce was itself a difficult issue to manage. It was all very well to levy charges and provide evidence about foreign violation of trade agreements and foreign sponsorship of piratical 'depredations' against British merchants. It was quite another thing to determine an appropriate response. The formation of the Quadruple Alliance to support Austrian claims against Spain in Italy provoked arguments that the alliance amounted to a declaration of war against Spain, a step threatening the security of England's commercial treaties with Spain and her colonies. Unless the security of trade could be matched to some specific clear and present danger, such as Spain's siege of Gibraltar in 1727, rousing parliament to accept a declaration of war proved extremely difficult.
36 Between 1718 and 1722 proposals for boycotts of Swedish trade inspired a variety of complaints. Some voices decried having to buy Swedish iron from the Dutch. Others thought supplies of Swedish timber, vital to the navy, should be protected against an enlarged, and potentially unfriendly, Russian presence in the Baltic. Although the government proposed that the north American colonies could supply naval stores, M.P.s still worried that the government's actions against Sweden would endanger adequate provision for the fleet.
37 At parliament's request George I lifted the ban on Swedish iron. As a cause for intervention commercial issues underlined the need to appease parliament's pacific disposition.
The massaging of issues and events to appeal to parliamentary opinion had focused British policy on mediation and moderation, with intervention a real prospect only under conditions of a clear and direct threat to British interests. This approach shaped the politics of the final crisis of George I's reign, the affair of the Ostend Company and the Alliance of Hanover. The crisis began with the apparent disruption of the Quadruple Alliance. Spain and Austria initiated the crisis by the Alliance of Vienna. The alliance raised a variety of issues. Not only did the alliance settle their rival claims in Italy, but it also proposed a marriage of the emperor's heir, Maria Theresa, to Don Carlos, who stood second in line to the Spanish throne. The dynastic alliance extended to the French monarchy where Don Carlos might assert a claim from his Bourbon ancestry. Spain in turn granted trading concessions to the imperial Ostend Company, followed by a Spanish threat to terminate British trading concessions at Porto Bello. There were rumours that the alliance was threatening to support the Pretender. And there were concerns that the alliance would embolden the emperor to harass German protestant communities. This alliance pre-empted British efforts to mediate Austro-Spanish disputes over Italy. It led to George I's formation of a counterbalancing Alliance of Hanover among Britain, France, the United Provinces, Sweden, Denmark and, initially, Prussia. The temperature of the confrontation rose in 1726 when a British fleet blockaded Porto Bello. The Spanish replied in 1727 36 Boyer, Political State, XIX, 18-26 (strategic importance, 1720); XIX, 579-98; Letter to an Independent Whig about the Importance of Gibraltar (1720); Gibraltar a Bulwark of Great Britain (1725). 37 Boyer, Political State, XV, 223, 227-32, 235-6 (1718, complaints of merchants and issue of iron); XXIII, 197 (1722, the timber issue). The supply of timber directed attention to the New England colonies as a possible alternative. Ibid., XX, 384 (George I's speech to parliament, October 1721). Monteleon believed that Spain's ability to retaliate by closing her ports to English trade would be a serious threat to the interests of the London merchants. Black, 'Parliament and the Political and Diplomatic Crisis', p. 87. with a siege of Gibraltar. Parliament responded with grants to the army and navy and addresses of thanks to George I for his defence of the balance of power. 38 It appeared that parliament had sanctioned action within a rudimentary arrangement of collective security, a victory for a policy of intervention. How Walpole's ministry reached this point is another and less triumphant story. Although the ministers most feared the consequences of the Austro-Spanish marriage alliance, they proposed to emphasize to parliament the trading threat of the Ostend Company, reasoning that it posed the clearest danger to British interests. 39 They also intended that the formation of a broadly based alliance would persuade the emperor to back away from the Spanish alliance. In other words, war was not contemplated. 40 Thus Walpole rejected the advice of his secretary of state for the northern department, Lord Townshend, to craft George I's speech from the throne to emphasize the threat of an invasion to restore the Pretender. Walpole calculated that parliamentary opinion would be unwilling to accept this threat as a call to arms; he preferred to stick to issues of trade and religion, as these would not raise the prospect of armed intervention. In fact the most the ministers hoped to gain from parliament was a vote of thanks for the king's speech and a resolution to support the Treaty of Hanover.
These decisions were also in line with the government's diplomatic and military goals. In July of 1725 George I set out the diplomatic outline for a defensive alliance based on the maintenance of the status quo and entangled by neither secret articles nor collateral arrangements. 41 In August an exchange between Townshend and Walpole's brother Horace, the resident ambassador in Paris, set the course of mediation and moderation. Townshend argued for the partition of the Low Countries among Britain, Holland and an undefined French presence. Backed by an alliance strong enough to 'terrify' the emperor this solution would provide the lasting security Britain needed. 42 The scheme would require a peacetime British garrison of between 8,000 and 10,000 troops, to be financed out of customs revenues.
Townshend's bellicosity inspired a lengthy and determined rebuttal. Horace Walpole set out the hazards and obstacles to the plan, including the French government's unwillingness to seek war, Parliament's corresponding unwillingness to sanction maintaining 10,000 soldiers so close to England and Dutch fears that a change in England's government might leave them unprotected. Nor did the emperor's actions justify such extreme measures. Instead Walpole urged that the 'firm resolve' of the alliance would prevail. 43 Operations in the Caribbean received a similar treatment. According to the press British policy concerning trade with Spain was to declare British interests while stopping short of provoking open hostilities. 44 'Firm resolve', it appeared, was an eighteenth century version of 'all measures short of war'.
The prospective influence of a 'monied interest' also weighed against an aggressive policy. In January of 1726 news that the Spanish had captured Port Mahon caused South Sea bonds to fall to par. Next month Walpole was defending himself against charges that he was selling stocks to drive down the price, claiming that he foresaw no immediate chance of war breaking out. 45 This minimal goal became clear as various segments of political opinion were canvassed before the opening session. French observers commented that the nation did not want war. A reliable observer of merchant opinion commented in December 1725: 'We must lose our trade or engage in a war. Many think we shall choose the former.' 46 Similar concerns came up in the wake of George I's address to parliament, 31 January 1726. The speech emphasized the issues of trade and religion, noted that the Treaty of Hanover was defensive and made a generalized warning that instability in continental affairs might encourage the Pretender to attempt an invasion. Although the speech won approval, opposition lords entered protests demanding assurances that English foreign policy would not become subservient to Hanoverian interests, and seeking more concrete assurances about the threat from the Pretender before parliament would grant requested funds. 47 The ministers also stressed that his majesty would not seek funds to increase the army, thereby signalling determination to avoid a row over the dangers of a standing army. 48 Walpole was also at pains to assure the Commons that Hanover was more likely to be drawn into a war on behalf of British interests than the other way around. 49 Outside of parliament press support for the government's case emphasized prudence and moderation. The pamphleteers' treatment of the crisis was specific and limited. The particular interests of the European states were reviewed. The diplomatic factors leading Spain and Austria to ally were assessed. Throughout the crisis, the focus of comment remained on immediate needs: defending Gibraltar, raiding Spain's colonial possessions, relying on sea power to protect the balance of power, and scrambling for additional allies to increase the alliance's credibility. Military action, particularly the use of the navy, was deliberately managed to avoid confrontation and conflict. 50 The defence of the government's conduct of foreign policy emphasized both its firmness and its restraint.
When the crisis ended in the settlement of outstanding issues at the Treaty of Seville (1729), it appeared that alliance diplomacy had again proven its worth. It was also apparent that, lacking an overwhelming threat to immediate interests, parliament would not endorse interventionist policies. And it is clear that behind this reluctance stood a variety of anti-interventionist policies. The desire to maintain a free hand in foreign affairs militated against entangling alliances and the tendency to treat any disruption in the continental balance as a major cause for military action. Struggles against the ambitions of universal monarchies nourished antipathy toward militarism in the form of a standing army, the corruption brought on by an increased national debt, the expansion and the protection of trade by armed force. By the end of George I's reign, Britain's status as a great power had come to rest upon a blue-water policy fashioned as much out of parliamentary predilections as its genesis had come from the demands of a soldier-king.
